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“The installation period was very well managed and delivered to an extremely high standard. 
The training of our team was very professional and the “Go-Live” process was eased by the 

incredibly helpful and supportive approach from the Tricorn team who were always there to 
guide us and answer any questions that we had, no matter how small.”

- Metspin

- Loftlock Precision Engineering Ltd

“Tricorn: Production has made us quicker and more efficient and I am really impressed with 
the traceability of all the data. It has helped us to grow - we could never have increased our 
turnover by 50% since the system was installed without the help of Tricorn. I should have 
done it sooner!”

“Tricorn increased our Turnover by 50%”

“Excellent Installation and Go-Live Process”

Tricorn: Production is developed in the UK and is the result of many years experience in dealing 
with the needs of small, medium and large manufacturing businesses. We have designed and 
continually develop our Job Processing software to be user-friendly, easy to learn, and to give the 
flexibility needed to manage operations from quotations through to invoicing, enabling you to 
meet quality, cost, efficiency and delivery targets.

Integrated modules provide both management and operational tools and are especially suited 
to sub-contract, KOP, Kan-Ban, made-for-stock products and ‘make to order’ manufacturing, 
including assemblies. The comprehensive report generation and search capabilities enable you to 
continually evaluate performance and improve the efficiency of the total manufacturing process 
through variance analysis and improved control of lead times, inventory and work in progress.  

Job Costing Estimates Stock ManagementEasily Create Quotes

Stock Control
Tricorn: Production enables you to record the raw 
materials and components used, together with 
costs, specifications, locations, quantities in stock 
and quarantined. ‘Stock lists’ with valuations can be 
printed showing the amount of parts in stock and 
all associated information (works order, traceability, 
etc.)

Estimating & Quoting
Job costing estimates can be prepared in detail by 
including materials, parts and sub-components. 
By providing mark-up percentages for each stage 
of the build process, you can accurately view how 
much you should quote. Quotes can cover single 
items, multiple items or quantities, assemblies or 
kits of parts in any combination.

Production
Works orders can be created from successful 
quotes, previous works orders or parts templates. 
Job Cards can be printed to your specification and 
can include key information. 

Manage multiple delivery batches and consignment 
stock as well as build-for-stock work orders. Time 
recording can be achieved via barcode scanners, 
touch-screens or direct input. You can compare the 
actual time and cost with the estimated.
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Invoicing
Seamlessly produce invoices from delivered 
batches without needing to re-enter information, 
saving time and avoiding errors. Invoices can 
be created individually or using mass invoicing, 
saving more time and to aid payment receipt, 
the invoices can be emailed directly to customers 
from within the system. 

Security & Access Control
Tricorn: Production requires each user to have 
a userID and password to access the system. 
Viewing and document creation/amendment 
rights are also held in the user database and 
can only be changed by the administrator of the 
system.

Request for Quotation
RFQs can be raised to send to multiple suppliers 

for materials, parts and subcontract activities. 
Responses can be recorded for future use and a 
purchase order can then be raised directly from 
the selected RFQ response.

Purchase Orders
PO’s can be raised for works orders or stock for 
the purchase of materials, parts, subcontract and 
tooling. Goods Inwards can record deliveries 
against purchase orders with full materials 
traceability being recorded and print delivery 
labels. Certificates of Conformity documents can 
be attached as links to materials booked in or 
sub-contract items returned after treatment.

Tricorn: Dashboard
The dashboard provides a series of KPI charts 
for business measurement such as customer 
delivery performance, sales orders by month, 
machine utilisation and quote to sales 
order conversion. The delivery performance 
analytics chart can assist with achieving SC21 
accreditation. In addition, task lists and alerts/
warnings can be shown on the user’s dashboard. 


